
Motus are introducing an exciting new range of LED UVC Sterilisation products that are designed specifically for the escalator industry 

UVC is one of three types of UV light that has a short energetic wavelength, UVC is between 200-280 nanometres (nm).  Over a hundred years ago 
scientists discovered the ability of UVC to kill microorganisms by destroying their genetic material and it has since been used regularly in hospitals, 

offices, airlines and the sanitisation of drinking water.

Our specialist design team have work closely with us to offer a market leading solution that will completely sanities the escalator hand rails to 
99.99% in under one cycle, no one can come close to this unique solution that Motus are bringing to the industry.

Working Temperature：-40-50°C             Working Humidity：10%～95%RH Best Working Temperature：-20℃～+30°C Storage Temperature：－40℃～+80℃
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Product Features
Streamline design classic aesthetics;
Ultra-slim sleek design, stylish and classic;
Reflector and heat sink integrated;
Pure aluminum structure for heat dissipation, professional optical design;
Luminous efficiency is increased by our specially designed UVC Chip board
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MODEL NO: UVC-8434 75W
LED QTY: 112PCS(SL 3838)

Packing Type: 1 unit(s)/ctn  
Packing Dimension: 125 x 12 x 
12cm NW：≈  5.5kg GW：≈  
6.5kg  1 unit(s)/ctn
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Introduction

DESIGN INNOVATION, EFFECTIVE PROTECTION
Innovative G-buckle technology, prevent glass off, free of screw fixing, 
elegant appearance, easy for assembling 

01
REFLECTOR AND HEAT SINK INTEGRATED 

Large size aluminum PCB fit aluminum die cast housing, 
reflector and heat sink integrated

（Note: only as illustrated below, with a series of contrast principle is the same）

02

03 PROFESSIONAL LIGHT DISTRIBUTION AND LIGHT
EFFICIENCY INCREASED BY 50%
The same condition, TG3A project-light lamp series by professional optical design, compared to traditional cast light 
lighting effect can be improved 50%
（Note: only as illustrated below, with a series of contrast principle is the same）
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UVC-Linear-8475 LED CHIP MODEL POWER Light source 

 ISO Illumination  Data 75W

75W SL-3838




